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 A white-light all-sky camera is located on the roof of the Science I 

Building of the SUNY Oneonta Campus. The camera takes pictures of the 

night sky at regular intervals and records images that exhibit a significant 

change from the previous image. The system thus captures images of 

planes, satellites and meteors. Over the past two years, this camera has 

operated during periods of prominent meteor showers. The overall goal of 

this research is examine ways to automatically detect objects in the images 

and discriminate meteors from other objects. For this purpose we 

investigate the applicability of the Hough Line Transform to detect near 

linear objects in the observed path. We will discuss the development of the 

Hough Line Transform and evaluate its strengths and limitations for 

detecting the observed structures. 

 

 

 One might ask: “Why use the Hough Transform to detect objects in 

the images?.” The Hough Transform is an digital image analysis technique 

capable of detecting geometrically organized structures.  

 

 

 Gural [2007] used  the Hough Transform to detect meteors in the 

Spanish Fireball Network all-sky images.  For this reason, we chose to start 

with evaluating the Hough Line Transform and determining if it is an 

effective detection method. We chose to start with the line detection 

algorithm because it is simpler, but more so because the objects travel in 

paths of near linearity across the images.  

 

 

 Since this is the first time this project is being worked on, a large 

portion of the project is learning as much as we can about the images 

themselves. Implementation and evaluation of the Hough Line Transform is 

the first step towards detecting objects, such as planes satellites, and 

meteors, in the images. The reasons we aim to detect any and all of these 

objects in the images are pretty simple. If we find and characterize the 

properties that planes or satellites leave in images, we will be able to 

disregard them in future images. And be able to only look at images or 

pieces of images that contain meteors. Also, planes and satellites and are 

much cleaner to deal with since they will behave in a consistent manner 

and will be better for testing methods of detection. 

 

 

 To begin this project, we first need to look at the all-sky images.  The 

images are saved in a file format called SBIG, but are easily turned to FITS 

format. Using the FITS file, we can read and manipulate them in Matlab.  

Below are a few example images showing how objects might appear. 

 

 This image contains 

a meteor in it as well a  

large amount of cloud 

coverage. The meteor is 

just below the clouds on 

the left side. This is an 

example of just how hard 

a meteor will be to find. 

The meteor only appears 

in this image and not in 

the image before or after. 

 Here is an image 

containing an object 

passing just below the 

center of it.  We are trying 

to determine if this object 

is a satellite. In any case, 

it is a great example of an 

object on the dimmer side 

passing through the 

image. 
 

 This last example is 

an image containing a 

plane. Is located on the 

left side just above the 

middle of the image. This 

is an excellent example of 

having to deal with a 

large amount of 

background and noise 

clutter close to the object  

we are looking at. 

 The purpose of the transform is to detect near linear objects (planes, satellites, and 

meteors) in the images. The main idea is that a line in Cartesian coordinates will appear as a 

point when represented in Polar coordinates. This makes getting the description of the line much 

easier.  The Polar form is described by the distance to the line from the origin, r, and the angle, 

with respect to the positive x direction, to the line of length r.  The first picture below  is a good 

example of this. 
Since we are describing line in the Polar system, the 

equation of a line can be written as:  
 

y = ( -  cos θ / sin θ ) x + ( r / sin θ ) 
 

This can be rearranged to yield the equation that is the core 

of the transform: 
 

r = x cos θ + y sin θ 
 

Now, for each point (x0,y0), we can define a family of lines 

that pass that point as: 
 

rθ = x0 cos θ + y0 sin θ 
 

Where each pair (rθ,θ) represent a line that passes through 

the point (x0,y0). If we plot the family of lines that goes 

through that point, we get a sinusoid. To the left is an 

example for a point of x = 8 and y = 6. 
 

If we do this for three points on the same line: 

{(8,6),(4,9),(12,3)}, we can see that all three sinusoids meet 

at one point. This point is the (rθ,θ) representation of the line 

that passes through them. 

 By performing this algorithm on every point of interest in an image, we can attempt to find 

lines in that image.  Lines will correspond to a point that contains a large about of intersections.  

Below is an example of what the transform produces given an image with three basic lines in it. 
 

 As we can see, the line 

transform of the image on the 

left produces three distinct points 

in the transformation.  Each 

correlates to a line in the 

original, except gives the values 

to express that line in Polar 

coordinates. 
 

 One major concern with the Hough Line Transform is how it behaves if the lines have a 

slight curve to them.  This is important since the path of objects in the images are nearly linear 

but often display varying amounts of curvature. We begin to add slight curvature to the horizontal 

line from the previous image, to see how the transform is affected.  The first set of images shows 

the line in which we are looking to see the results for on the left and its the results after 

transformation to the right of it. 

 The main problem that is evident in the transformation image is that there is no longer one 

distinct maximum point. There is still a max point in the transformation, however there is a 

spreading effect around the max.  This means that other values of (r, θ) have large contributions 

for the lines they represent.  Essentially, this means that curvature adds error to the choice of (r, 

θ) that is chosen to define the object. This means a better algorithm may be needed to detect the 

objects, or perhaps the generalized form of the Hough Transform may produce better results. 

Below is another example of the same test on a line with less curvature and its resulting 

transform, left and right respectively. 

 There are a number of directions that the future of this project can 

take. Using information taken from current work, here are a small 

selection of suggestions for this project’s continuation:  
 

• Learn more about the camera and how best to operate consistently 

and even remotely. 
 

• The field of image analysis is quite large and more detailed study of 

image analysis techniques can lead to a more efficient method for 

detection of meteors.   
 

• Since the subtraction method has the cleanest results thus far, make 

sure the camera saves the previous image in time whenever it saves 

an image. 
 

• Look further into using the generalized form of the Hough Transform 

since curves in the object paths causes a spread of points. 
 

• The creation of a database that can store the images in a logical 

manner with as much information related to them as possible. This will 

help greatly with organizing with all the images and allow for remote 

access to them for easier study of them. 
 

 The first step in processing the image is to limit the background 

noise by thresholding out as much as we can. However, even with tight 

thresholding of the image above and below the intensity of object in 

question, there is still a large amount of background that gets through. 

This creates a very muddled transformation. So, we looked at the option 

of taking the previous image and subtracting it from the image in question. 

If the images are just prior to that time then it should remove almost all of 

the background and or noise.  This is how we proceed with the first real 

test of the transform. Below on the left is the subtraction of two successive 

images with a threshold applied above and below the object we are 

looking at.  This is a very clean image considering how much background 

noise there potentially can be.  To the right of it is the resulting transform. 

 The transform of the images is relatively clean. The only odd thing 

about it is the arch across the bottom of the image. In order to figure out 

where this comes from in relation to the original image, we divided the 

original image into nine sections. Then by running the transform on each 

section, we are hoping to find one that produces a similar design in the 

transform.  We chose this method because we feel that the large collection 

of points on the left side is the cause of the lower arch.  It turns out that we 

are correct in that assumption and the transform of the middle left section 

(the one containing the points) created a transform with a low arch just like 

object we are looking for. Also, notice since the objects path is slightly 

curved, the resulting transform yields a spread of points rather than one 

discrete point. 

 We would like to thank Damon Matteson for operation of the meteor 

cameras, without which there would be no images.  Also, we would like 

to thank Diana Moseman for printing the poster. 
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